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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a distributed simulation syst
developed for evaluation of physical security system
The work extends previous work by extracting seve
system components that were previously integrated i
the simulation model and creating distributed modu
that interact directly with the system database.  T
allows the modules to incorporate arbitrarily comple
logic and to be developed without detailed knowledge
the structure or language to implement the princip
simulation component.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a distributed simulation syst
developed for evaluation of physical security system
Jordan et al. (1998) describe the general problem bei
addressed by this simulation technology.  The wo
described in this paper extends the previous work 
extracting the line-of-sight, entity movement policy, an
combat components from the simulation and implement
them as stand-alone components in a distribu
environment.  This decomposition simplifies the simulati
logic and allows arbitrarily complex line-of-sight, entit
movement, and combat logic to be developed and u
without detailed knowledge of the simulation logic and t
specific implementation language.

2 GENERAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The system being modeled involves entities moving with
a facility.  The facility generally represents a building 
set of buildings and the entities generally represent peo
moving within and between the buildings.  The entities a
the facility structure are described in the followin
sections.
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2.1 Intruder and Guard Entities

Simulation entities represent two classes of participan
intruders and guards.  Intruders attack the facility and a
trying to either simply reach a target within the facility o
reach a target, obtain something of value, and exit t
facility.  Guards patrol the facility and try to interrup
intruders so as to prevent them from achieving their goa
When guards and intruders come in contact with o
another, combat potentially ensues.  The speci
movement policies of guards and intruders are of particu
interest and are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

2.2 Facility Description

The physical components of facilities are described as a
of paths, barriers, sensors, and targets.  Entities (intruders
and guards) are only allowed to travel through the facili
on paths.  Paths are represented by a graph structure w
the nodes represent specific physical locations and the a
represent the path between the end nodes.  Targets
nodes that are of strategic importance and are generally
the paths of intruders.  Barriers represent physic
structures that potentially impede entity movement 
vision.  Walls, ceilings, floors, doors, and fences a
common examples of barriers.  Figure 1 illustrates a sim
facility with four barriers (B1-B4) and six nodes (N1-N6)
In the facility represented by this figure, entities can trav
(and see) unimpeded between nodes N4 and N5 and no
N4 and N6.  As such, the travel time between these no
will depend only on the entity speed.  However, barrie
B1, B4, and B3 impede travel between nodes N1 and N
N3 and N4, and N2 and N5, respectively.  The nature 
the impedance caused by the barrier depends on sev
factors including barrier type, barrier state, entity typ
barrier tactic, etc.  These issues are discussed in Sec
3.1.  The travel time between any one of these pairs
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nodes will be determined by the speed of the entity and 
time required to defeat the barrier.

Facilities also have a set of sensors that potentially
detect the presence of entities.  Two general classes
sensors are used: active sensors and passive sen
Active sensors are considered to be continuous
monitoring a specific zone within a facility.  Examples o
active sensors include cameras and motion detecto
Whenever an entity enters the zone covered by a sen
there is a possibility of detection.  The specific probabili
of detection depends on a number of factors including t
sensor type, the entity type, and the sensor sta
Conversely, passive sensors require some positive ac
by an entity in order to sense the entity’s presenc
Examples of passive sensors include card swipes, num
key pads, or tampering with a control panel.  Since pass
sensors require positive action, they are associated w
barriers and/or nodes.  When an entity attempts to cros
barrier with an associated passive sensor, or arrives a
node with an associated passive sensor, there is
possibility of detection.  As with active sensors, th
probability that a detection will occur at a passive sens
depends on a number of factors including the sensor ty
entity type, and sensor state.  The detection model
described in more detail in Section 3.4.

2.3 System Dynamics

As described above, the system models entities mov
through the facility.  Intruder entities are trying to reach o
acquire a specified target and guards are trying to prev
intruders from achieving their goals.  As such, entitie
movements through the facility are specified as pat
through the facility graph.  When there are no barrie
between a pair of nodes, the time required to traverse 
arc is determined by the speed of the entity.  If there is
barrier between the nodes, the entity must first defeat the
barrier and then traverse the arc.  Barriers are defea
using one of two tactics: force and deceit.  Force impli
that the barrier is physically damaged or destroye
allowing the entity to pass.  Once an entity defeats a barr
using force, the barrier is generally no longer in tact, a
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subsequent entities can pass through the barrier with
delay.  Deceit implies that the entity is attempting to defe
the barrier through “dishonest” means (e.g., lying to 
guard, using a stolen ID card or keypad code, etc.).  T
type of defeat generally leaves the barrier in tact a
subsequent entities must also defeat the barrier.

As guards move through the facility, they ar
constantly looking for intruders.  In addition, intruders a
watching for guards as they move.  When guard a
intruder entities come into contact with one anothe
combat potentially ensues.  Results of the combat would
one or the other or both entities are neutralized or injur
or that both remain unharmed.  The result of combat is
probabilistic event whose characteristics depend on 
current location of each entity.  Moreover, entit
movement policies potentially change as a result of sen
detections and sightings (e.g., the guards might ch
intruders and the intruders might abandon their missi
and exit the facility).

A “run” of the simulation is terminated when one o
the following conditions is met.

1. All intruders have been neutralized,
2. All intruders have completed their goals

(generally reaching a target or retrieving a
target and exiting the facility), or

3. The simulation time expires.

The following section describes a distribute
environment that supports the described system.

3 DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION SYSTEM

Jordan et al. (1998) and Smith et al. (1998) describe a
stand-alone simulation tool for analyzing intruder prote
tion systems of the type described in Section 2.  Howev
while the stand-alone tools described in these pap
provide significant performance/realism improvement ov
previous analytical and simulation methods, the tools a
somewhat inflexible.  More specifically, integrating
complex entity movement policies and line-of-sight mode
is quite difficult and requires significant knowledge of th
N1 N2 N3 N4

N5

N6

B1

B2

B3

B4

Figure 1:  Example Facility
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Figure 2:  Distributed Simulation System Data Access Configuration
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underlying simulation structure.  The system described
this paper overcomes these limitations.

The distributed system partitions the system functio
into 5 modules:

• Arena RT simulation module – responsible
for maintaining the system state, updating
entity locations, barrier and sensor states,
tracking performance statistics, and
animating the run;

• Line-of-sight (LOS) module – responsible for
determining “who sees whom” (i.e., which
entities see which other entities);

• Entity Movement module – responsible for
determining entity paths through the facility;

• Detection module – responsible for
determining when entities are detected by the
security system as they move through the
facility; and

• Combat module – responsible for determining
the outcome of combat between entities.

In the distributed environment, each of these modu
will require access to system state information.  Th
information access is facilitated using a World Da
database (as shown in Figure 2).  Each of the modules 
their corresponding data access requirements will 
described in the following sections.

3.1 Simulation Model

Aside from the database integration and modu
synchronization functions, the simulation component 
fairly straightforward.  The facility graph nodes ar
1170
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modeled as stations and the facility graph arcs are model
as routes between stations.  Delays associated wi
defeating barriers are modeled as delays within the statio
corresponding to the node.  The time to traverse the a
between two nodes is modeled as a route delay betwe
stations.  The basic pseudo code for the simulation mod
is as follows.

General Entity Logic
Arrive at node i
Set current node = next node
Sample for detection at passive sensors
associated with node
call System Synchronization (see Section
3.6)
If next node != current node

Check for barriers between current node
and next node

If barriers exist
Sample time to defeat barrier
Delay for sampled time

Endif
Sample time to traverse the arc
Route to next node

Else
Wait for next node to be updated by the

entity movement module
Endif

Within the simulation, the next node is read from the
World Data database.  This value will be written to the
database by the Entity Movement module (as described 
Section 3.3).  All of the sampled values (detection by th
passive sensor, time to defeat barrier, and time to traver
the arc) depend on several components of the curre
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system state.  These parameters are read from the W
Data database.

Consider for example, determining the time require
for an entity to defeat a barrier.  In the current model, t
time required to defeat a barrier depends on the entity ty
the barrier state, and the tactic that the entity uses.  So
example when an intruder reaches a locked door and
entity movement module indicates that the intruder sho
defeat the barrier using force, the simulation queries 
barrier information table to determine the delay based 
an intruder using force on the door in its current sta
Similarly, if a guard reaches a door and the ent
movement module indicates that the guard should use
key, the simulation queries the database for the associ
delay.  Once the barrier has been defeated, the simula
updates the state of the barrier in the database.  
specific state after defeat using a particular tactic is a
specified by barrier type in the database.

The Arena simulation also includes an animatio
component that displays a 2-D view of the facility and t
entities moving through the facility.  The primary purpos
of the animation is for validation of the database a
individual module implementations.

3.2 Line-of-Sight  Module (LOS)

The LOS is responsible for determining which entities s
which other entities during the system execution.  The LO
extracts entity locations and directions of view and barr
configurations and current states to make th
determination.  Currently, barriers are limited to vertic
rectangles (e.g., walls, doors, fences) and horizon
trapezoids (e.g., ceilings).  The LOS uses a geome
model to find all barriers between two entities based on 
entities’ locations and the barrier shapes.  The barrier s
information is then used to determine whether barriers 
intact and present an obstruction to sight.  The conditio
for one entity to see another are as follows (the sou
entity is the entity that is looking and the target entity is t
entity that the source entity is trying to see):

1. The target entity must be in visual range of
the source entity (visual range is a parameter
from the database);

2. The source entity must have “clear view” of
the target entity – where clear view is defined
as either no barriers between the entities, only
transparent barriers between the entities, only
barriers that are not intact, or combinations of
transparent and forced barriers ; and

3. The target entity must be in the source
entity’s field of view – where the field of
view is a cone defined by a direction of view
and a field of view width angle.
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3.3 Entity Movement Module

The entity movement module specifies entities’ path
through the facility and determines when an entity wi
initiate combat with another entity.  The module reads th
system state from the database and uses internally co
entity movement and combat initiation policies/strategie
to determine the paths and combat initiation.  As a simp
example, a fixed path strategy could be implemented 
simply monitoring an entity’s current node and updating i
next node accordingly.  As a more complex example, if th
entity movement module is granted access to the barr
state information, this information could be used in 
shortest path calculation to identify the quickest expecte
path to the target (or out of the facility).  Similarly, comba
could be initiated whenever a guard sees an intruder 
more complex logic could be included (e.g., only initiat
combat when the number of guards in a pre-specified ar
exceeds the number of intruders seen).

The simulation models presented by Jordan et al.
(1998) and Smith et al. (1998) used relatively simplistic
entity movement policies that were coded directly in th
simulation logic.  While the current example entity
movement modules exhibit independent entity moveme
policies, the separation of the entity movement modu
from the simulation will allow arbitrarily complex entity
movement policy models to be developed without detaile
knowledge of the simulation implementation.

In addition, the entity movement module itself may b
broken into several independent modules.  For examp
there may be one movement module for the intruders a
one for the guards, since these two types or entities ha
different objectives and are therefore likely to hav
different operational logic.  As another example, there ma
be a movement module for each individual entity with 
particular entity serving as a commander and directing t
activities of the others.   Again, the flexibility of the
distributed design allows these different scenarios to 
seamlessly integrated as needed.

3.4 Detection Module

The detection module uses information about the acti
sensors to detect presence of entities within the facilit
Each active sensor has a field of view based on 
direction, range, and angle of view.  As entities mov
through the system, the detection module checks to see
any entities are within a sensor’s field of view.  This chec
is similar to the LOS calculations as it also has to consid
any barriers between the sensor and the entity.  If the en
is within the sensor’s field of view, the sensor will detect
the entity with a certain probability.

In addition to the monitoring of each sensor, th
detection module emulates the information propagatio
process through the sensor system.  That is, once a sen
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is tripped, this information must be relayed through th
system and eventually interpreted as a detection.  T
propagation and interruption take some time and requi
some additional information processing.  This logic can b
contained in a single module or can be represented by
hierarchy of modules.  The distributed design allow
flexibility for implementation of the detection module.

3.5 Combat Module

Once the entity movement module specifies that comb
should be initiated, the combat module determines th
outcome of the combat.  Through its connection to th
World Data database, the combat module can determ
entity locations, barrier configurations and states, and oth
facility information.  In addition, the World Data database
also includes information about specific entities’ weapon
ammunition levels, and equipment.  As with the entit
movement module, the simulation models presented 
Jordan et al. (1998) and Smith et al. (1998) used relatively
simplistic combat logic – each combat was basically a 
outcome probabilistic event based only on the entitie
positions.  In contrast, the separation of the combat modu
from the simulation, will allow virtually any desired
combat logic to be used.

3.6 System Synchronization

Since the logical modules were incorporated into th
simulation model in the original implementation describe
by Jordan et al. (1998) and Smith et al. (1998), the
synchronization between logical modules was handle
implicitly by the simulation engine.  However, once thes
modules are removed from the simulation an
implemented as stand-alone components, explic
synchronization between modules is required.

The simulation model manages the synchronizatio
function.  The basic idea is that at discrete points in tim
the simulation updates the system state, signals 
modules, waits for the modules to respond, and advanc
simulation time to the next significant event.  The
following pseudo code illustrates this concept.

System Synchronization
Update system state (entity locations,
barrier states, etc.)
Send tick to all modules (LOS, entity
movement, combat)
Wait for all modules to respond with a tock

The idea is that no simulation time advances betwe
sending the ticks and receiving the tocks.  As a result, t
LOS, entity movement, and combat modules can b
considered to be state machines without explicitl
considering time.  Note that this does not preclude th
modules from maintaining a memory of previous states a
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using this memory in deciding a course of action.  It is th
timing mechanism that allows arbitrarily complex module
logic since the simulation time is not dependent on th
running time of the modules.

In the current simulation model, the system
synchronization is called on a user-assigned fixed cyc
and when an entity arrives at a node (see Section 3.1).  T
following pseudo code illustrates the fixed synchronizatio
cycle concept.

Update System
Create a single entity

L1 Call System Synchronization
Delay FixedUpdateCycle
Goto L1

CONCLUSIONS

Evaluation of physical security systems is an importa
task.  Jordan et al. (1998) motivate and describe this
general problem and present an evaluation method ba
on a single simulation model.  This paper describes 
distributed simulation system developed for evaluation o
physical security systems.  It extends the previous work 
extracting the line-of-sight, entity movement, detection
and combat activities from the simulation and
implementing them as stand-alone components in 
distributed environment.  The design of this distribute
system is described and overviews of each module a
provided.  The decomposition provides many benefits fo
modeling these types of systems.  In particular, it vast
simplifies the simulation logic, and it allows arbitrarily
complex operating logic to be developed and used with
the modules without requiring detailed knowledge of th
simulation logic or the specific implementation language.
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